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The Power of Teamwork

"Alone we can do so little;
together we can do so much."
– Helen Keller

There are those moments in life
when you look back at a project, a
coming together of people, and you
can only gulp down to stop yourself
from crying with the knowledge that
together, we are so powerful.
This was evident following the
successful first phase vaccination
roll-out in June to our Residents at
the Oasis Retirement Resort. Many
of you may not be aware of the
tireless work and many hours that
went into pulling off this momentous project. While no words can
do justice, we wanted you, our
Residents, to know just how special
the people at Oasis are and how
they all came together to make the
vaccination administration a
smooth and well-oiled event.
THE BEGINNING
The Care Centre had been in
contact with the Department of
Health (DOH) and the Department
of Social Development (DSD) since
February 2021, with the view to
ensuring our special Residents
received the vaccination for
COVID-19 with as little upheaval
as possible.
Over April and May, Sr Pedro was in
contact with the DOH Coordinators
regarding the vaccination roll-out to
the Care Centre, and three Oasis
Care Centre Registered Nurses
underwent online training
consisting of different modules
pertaining to the vaccination
process (“Vaccination cold chain”,
“Preparing Vaccinations”,
“Injections” and others).

On Lizzie’s return from leave in
May, she contacted the DOH
outreach team coordinator and
urged DOH to let us go ahead as a
vaccination site in light of our team
being fully prepared to do so and
with the impending 3rd wave.
As a result, Resort Management
received the news that it had been
agreed that Oasis Care Centre
would be registered as a sub-site
for Brooklyn Chest Hospital with
much celebration.
On 25 May, Lizzie and Dr. du Plessis
confirmed that the Residents in the
Resort would also be vaccinated
the following week, once the Care
Centre vaccinations were complete.
The Resort Management Team
immediately advised Residents of
this wonderful news via the Daily
Updates. Residents were requested
to provide specific documentation
to Hilary at Reception as soon as
possible if they wished to have
their vaccine at Oasis Resort. Once
this information went out, Hilary

had several hectic days running into
the evenings gathering consent
forms, ID documents and setting up
schedules to be distributed for
vaccine appointments.
Andre briefed the Concierges on the
process and how to provide the most
efficient service with minimum
disruptions to Residents.
We were then advised by Lizzie and
Dr Du Plessis exactly what would be
required from our side to make the
process run smoothly and safely in
the actual vaccination site.
It is important and pertinent to
mention at this point, the amazing
dedication and involvement that
Dr Du Plessis gave during this time.
The good doctor ensured that her
practice was ready for such a
vaccination roll-out and gave advice
to so many Residents, also keeping a
close eye on those Residents who
she felt needed to be more closely
monitored. Dr Du Plessis went
beyond her medical calling to make
this a smooth and valuable process.
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Once we were clear about what
this would entail and the
required set-up in the Function
Room, our first step was to
inform Residents exactly what
they could expect and how the
flow would work. We were
aware of how uncertain and
afraid some of our Residents
already felt and wanted to allay
those fears and provide comfort
and compassion immediately.
We also wanted to encourage as
many Residents to be
vaccinated. This was sent out by
means of a detailed
communique to the Residents
from Management on 01 June.
Andre and his concierges
contacted Residents on the
evening before their
appointments to ensure they
were aware and contacted the
Residents on the day, as
prompted by Andre, to arrive as
scheduled.
Lizzie and Dr Du Plessis met up
with the coordinator at a
vaccination site to observe the
procedures. As a result, the
DOH outreach team agreed to
come onsite at Oasis Care
Centre on Friday 28 May to
assist the Care Centre team with
the first day of the vaccination
roll-out. The Oasis team
received further training on the
day, and everything went well to
the extent that we were ready
to do the full roll-out of the
vaccines to the remainder of the
Care Centre Residents and staff.
Unfortunately, there was a delay
in the log-in detail. Still, Dr du
Plessis was able to access the
system in light of her also
having undergone training in
early April in her effort to secure
Oasis Resort as a vaccination

site. This enabled the Resort to
commence vaccinations once
the Care Centre had been
completed.
LEADING UP TO THE BIG DAY
On Monday, 31 May, Sharon,
Hilary and the Vaccination Team
met in the Function Room to
discuss the Vaccination Site. On
the afternoon of 01 June, the
Function Room evolved into a
fully operational, professional
vaccine site, with the assistance
of our gardening team, who
helped to move heavy furniture
around and take excess furniture
to storage spaces in Oasis.
Each batch of the vaccinations
had to be “booked” with the DOH
a day ahead of time, and these
vaccinations were then collected
at the Brooklyn Chest Hospital
Pharmacy by Lizzie. Between
Hilary and Andre, they advised
on numbers for the following day
for Lizzie to order the vaccines by
noon. As Residents in the Resort
heard how satisfied vaccinated
Residents were, they added their
names and forms to the list.
The Care Centre had acquired a
special cooler box for transportation of the vaccines, and on
arrival each day, the cooler
box had to be at the correct
temperature, as recorded and
signed off on collection each
time. The system was
monitored by an electronic
thermometer (fridge-tag) that
records temperature over a
long term period.
The injections had to be
prepared at least 15 min in
advance and could then be
kept at room temperature for

a maximum period of 6 hours.
These injections could not be
chilled again and had to be used
or marked as “spoiled” if not
used within that time period.
The Oasis Team as a whole were
so in sync and comfortable with
the measures in place that our
non-medical staff could calm any
concerns relating to the incorrect
storage of the vaccines. The team
was extremely efficient in their
planning, allowing for almost no
waste of injections at all. Not a
drop of the vaccine was wasted –
if there were any left after the list
for the day was completed, the
Team called Residents from the
following day’s list, once advised
by Lizzie and Dr. du Plessis.
THE DAY OF …
Between Andre and Hilary, they
ensured that Residents were
comfortable with the process on
the Resort side. Once Residents
entered the vaccination site, they
were seen to compassionately,
patiently and efficiently by the
entire Team. We are sure you will
agree, the entire process was
handled seamlessly and with
ease. The Team received
accolades for a job well done –
verbally and written.

"Hi Sharon & Lizzie,
Just a note of personal congratulations
on a superb and smooth vaccination
process. I have heard nothing but
praise from all recipients of quiet,
confident and professional handling.
As they say in Swahili, “mazeltov!”
- CLIVE RABINOWITZ

The team involved really excelled,
and a number of people need to
be acknowledged for ensuring
such a smooth process.
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From the Care Centre, special
acknowledgement to Lizzie
Brynard-Brill, Sr Yolandi,
Sr Ingrid, Sr Hester, Staff Nurse
Pretty, ENA Salama and Carly
May, as well as all those who
had to cover at the Care Centre
for four working days while the
team was assisting at Oasis
Club. And of course, Sharon
and the entire Team - Hilary,
Andre and the concierges who
tirelessly ensured that from
the Resort side there were
minimum hiccups; Malikah

Congratulations William to
all concerned with the
Vaccination project.
It was impressive, thank you.
John and Merle Lamprecht
Dear Oasis Team, Concierge
and Cleaners, Congratulations
all around! You pulled off a
mammoth task today to get
our COVID-19 vaccination off
and running smoothly. From
signage to communication, all
very clear. Thank you to each
one of you. Firstly for your
patience... We are not an easy
bunch to deal with. We do tend
to forget and repeat ourselves!
Definitely a "wow factor" day
for Oasis! Take a bow all of
you. Well deserved
Sincerely, Sham Moodliar

and William who had to pick up
the slack in the absence of
Andre and Hilary, who had to
focus on the vaccines. Finally,
Lynn and our Food and
Beverage staff who provided
ongoing sustenance by keeping
the beverages, sandwiches and
meals coming.
Lastly, but not least, the
Gatehouse Surgery – Thank you
to Dr Du Plessis and Hayley,
who gently provided

information and calmed the
nerves as the vaccine was given.
Well done, everyone involved
and thanks to Residents for
being so accommodating.
We will again be revisiting the
whole process from 12 July, and
of course, all Residents will be
advised of their appointment
dates and times.

Orchids and roses
for a job well done!
Dear William, Andre, all the staff, Dr du Plessis,
Hayley and more, I would like to compliment
you all on the professional manner in which
the vaccines were given today. I thought the
organization was absolutely wonderful,
everything went smoothly and the reassurance
all along the way was incredible. Thank you all
for having helped us through what could have
been a real ordeal.
Best regards, Sue Lipschitz
To our very dear Gaylene, Hayley and all the sisters and staff of Oasis who
planned and provided the peaceful, calm and reassuring time of our
vaccinations, thank you so much! Thank you too for your sensitivity and
reassurance as you dealt with all us ‘oldies”. Who would ever think that us
once strong and active people, living in the prime of our lives, business
owners, teachers, doctors etc would ever feel even a little insecure in body or
mind would need such handling???? We pray that when you reach our age
others will return the compassionate and loving care to you. We want you to
know that all who have spoken to us have agreed that the experience was
most impressive, like being part of a well-oiled machine! Well done and
thank you everybody!!!!!! Many blessings, Mike and Marion Drury
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TOM KNIGHT
The lead story in this month’s Nexus features an
article about one of the many functions and
activities that make Oasis successful.
The “One Oasis” theme is demonstrated in this “The
Power of Teamwork” article about the Oasis Vaccine
Rollout Project. I would like to thank all those who
contributed to this article and Lisa Bell for crafting
the language and layout.
On behalf of the Oasis Resort
Property Owners' Association
Directors, I would also like to
thank the Team Leaders and
individuals from the Care Centre,
The Gatehouse Surgery and the
Oasis Resort for undertaking and
managing this vital COVID-19
Vaccination Project.

Hi all.
As I sit here recovering from 105 vaccinations today, and
preparing myself for the next 100 tomorrow, I wanted to
take a minute to thank the team I have seen pull together
today. Each of you had a valuable role to play, and I
believe we succeeded in delivering a safe, well-organized
and efficient vaccination site today. Thank you and well
done! It is a pleasure to be working with you all. I had
numerous compliments from the residents, stating to me
how organized they had found the site, and how safe and
well looked after they had felt.
Lizzie, please extend my gratitude to SN Pretty and Sr
Ingrid, and the other nursing staff that were present today.
Sharon, please - the same to your admin staff and cleaning
staff and concierges, including Andre. And a thank you for
the sandwiches, coffees and water - life-saving!
Rest well all, and we start again tomorrow.... :-)
Regards, Dr. Gaylene du Plessis
THE GATEHOUSE SURGERY

The leadership, skill, and teamwork of the various
operations resulted in putting jabs in our arms and
trust and confidence in the Oasis brand. It also gave
us hope for a life with fewer restrictions in the
future.
Enjoy the Nexus and particularly the “Power of
Teamwork” article. Remember to wear masks in
public and observe social distancing and hand
sanitising. Above all, keep safe.

Tom Knight
Dear Sharon - Just a note to say thank you for
making it possible that we got the vaccine here at
Oasis! I know what a mission it was to get this
organised and we thank you for that.
Everything went so smoothly and all was so
incredibly well organised that it is hard to believe
that you covered all six blocks plus the care
centre in a week's time. Well done and thanks for
everything! We really appreciate it very much.
- ANI & GEORGE SCHNEIDER,

PR902

Thanks William the vaccinations went
so smoothly today. It was much better
than I expected. So much care was
taken to see everyone was well enough
to be vaccinated. Well done Oasis!
Regards
- JEANNE FUTERAN
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Manager's Desk
BY SHARON LOYNES

Dear Oasis Residents,
It has become apparent how important it is to
stand together in times of adversity, such as the
world has experienced over the last 18 months.
After experiencing several lockdowns, minilockdowns and circuit breakers over that period,
Oasis Clubhouse opened its doors again in
February 2021. Residents cautiously started
participating in various events to the point where
life felt almost normal—with our Shebeen
evening, provided by Lynn and Company, and a
fabulous Dinner Dance. It was amazing to see the
less serious side of our Residents as they pulled
dance moves and immersed themselves in those
few hours of enjoyment, which was so needed
after a long hard COVID-stretch.
We became accustomed to the gentle buzz of the
Clubhouse as Residents met for coffee and the
pop-up Cake Table or invited family members for
the much-enjoyed all-day breakfast on a Saturday.
However, once again, the resilience and unity of
all at Oasis were tested as the Clubhouse, and all
common areas were closed down mid-June as a
measure of prevention and safety. This due to the
rising infections in South Africa. This was quietly
accepted by our Residents as everyone
understood and pulled together for the Greater
Good, and we thank all our Residents and Staff for
this.

Thank you so much Sharon
for organizing Grant
Fillmore and his team to
do all this wonderful new
planting around Palm
Springs. It looks so well
done with the ground covered
with compost. It has never looked
so good in the 10 years I have been
here. Many thanks indeed.
Liz Porter

PROJECTS PROJECTS PROJECTS
Signature Gardens has completed the gardening
task's first round and has done a wonderful job on
the Care Centre, Palm Grove and Palm Springs side.
Efforts will now move over the balance of the Resort
in order to ensure gorgeous gardens in Spring.
As mentioned in the June edition of Nexus, projects
for the year are now underway. We will be starting
the Clubhouse redecoration project in mid-July and
are giving a small snapshot of what we will be doing
to enrich the Clubhouse experience. Residents can
look forward to upgraded casual seating, a new look
Coffee Bar with lovely offerings such as home-baked
bread, our very own delicious scones, and a new
Coffee Shop menu with a choice of Naughty & Nice or
Healthy items to choose from. We hope that we can
pick up where we left off before mid-June.
Unfortunately, the Clubhouse will be shut down for
the period during which the redecoration is done.
Still, a mini-Restaurant will be run from the Function
Room kitchen, and we will try and make the offering
as delicious as possible under the circumstances.
Look out for more information on that.
While we are proud of the efforts of our Vaccination
Team during Round 1 at Oasis, we are also thankful
that so many Residents participated in this process to
try and secure a safe environment for all. So until the
second round that starts on 12 July – wrap up warmly,
keep your masks on and look after yourselves!

Sharon Loynes
Dear Sharon
The progress that the new landscapers have made around
Palm Springs and the Care Centre has been most impressive.
Those bare areas are looking great at last, so well done to all
involved. Kind regards, Richard and Rona Maske

WILLIAM'S WORDS

William's Words
Before we know it, it's Nexus time again and it sure
comes around quickly! Well done to the Nexus team
who make Nexus the fabulous newsletter it is.
THE MONTH THAT WAS …
The month's highlight for most was the successful
vaccine drive, and one must be grateful to the
people who arranged the vaccines for Oasis. Well
done to Lizzie, Dr du Plessis and everyone involved.
With the current wave, it’s evident that we are
vulnerable, and we need to continue doing the
basics to keep healthy and safe. We all know
someone who has been affected by this pandemic,
and even though many have received the vaccine, we
still have to do what’s required to keep safe. Some
places are enforcing stricter lockdowns. A reminder
that it becomes your responsibility to self-isolate
when you get COVID and to do the same if you have
been in contact with someone who has the virus.
This is a necessary precaution to avoid the spread.
CELEBRATIONS AND GOODBYES
In the June edition of the Nexus, there were lots of
Mother’s Day photos that show that the Clubhouse
and Oasis have come alive, even if for a little while.
Father’s Day was missed, soon as it’s possible. So,
Dads, let’s wait in anticipation ☺.
I have to mention that Oasis has lost another legend,
Mrs Faye Salomon (PS408), who passed away. She
played an integral role in outings and has been a
Resident from the onset. All of us will sorely miss
her. Malikah and I were discussing that even when
Mrs Salomon was getting her point of view across

BY WILLIAM MCMURTRIE

and possibly sorting us out ☺, you still felt love in
your heart for her, which is a remarkable trait.
MAINTENANCE AND OTHER WORK
The CoCT successfully replaced the circuit breakers
for Oasis on 20 June 2021, and the power was only
out for a minimal period. The complex switchgear
(transformers) for all the buildings will be serviced
on 03 July, and the electricity will be turned off
during the service to all the buildings, except the
Care Centre.
Load Shedding has become an integral part of our
lives again, and with it comes issues, for TVs,
telephones and internet services. This is closely
monitored by Century City Connect, which can see
remotely if an ONT (Fibre router) goes offline. We
replaced a few UPSs and strive to keep the services
going.
Keep Well and Keep Safe.
Best regards,
William
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Serving You,
Securing You.
BY ANDRE VAN WYK

Over the last couple of months,
I am sure you have been made
aware of our Oasis’ Staff's
various training in terms of First
Aid and Fire Response. This was
done to provide a safer
environment for our Residents
here at Oasis. In addition, the
new skills our staff have recently
acquired has allowed us to
formulate new response
protocols in the event of specific
emergencies.
FOCUS ON THE CLUBHOUSE
Given that many Oasis Residents
frequent the Clubhouse
throughout the day, the risk of
someone having an accident is
always prevalent. Sister Fortuin,
with her invaluable experience,
has contributed to the medical
emergency response plan for
the clubhouse should a Resident
experience a mishap or injury.
Do note that although everyone
wants to help, the First Aiders
and the Nursing staff should be
given adequate room and be
allowed to do what they have
been trained to do. Helping a
fallen Resident back up from a
tumble or repositioning an
injured Resident without a
qualified Nurse present may do
more harm than good.

EMERGENCY BUILDING
EVACUATIONS
New Assembly Point signs have
been installed at designated
areas, so please familiarise
yourself with their locations. In
the event of a fire, after exiting
the building, proceeding to your
building’s assembly point will
significantly help in preventing a
chaotic situation.
SECURITY DRILLS
In July, the Security Team will be
running various simulations. The
simulations are necessary to
ensure continued systems
efficacy. We foresee minimal
impact on day-to-day activities,
and the Resort Office will keep
our Residents informed of the
dates of these simulations.
PROTECTION OF PERSONAL
INFORMATION ACT
30 June 2021 was the final date
on which Companies, Sectional
Title Complexes and other
businesses had the opportunity
to ensure they were fully
compliant with the POPI Act.
As I have previously highlighted,
Oasis and specifically the Oasis
Security Team has crossed all
the “Ts” and dotted all the “Is” in
ensuring this.

Some of the measures
currently in place:
The Oasis Resort POPI policy
is visible at both Gate
Entrances;
The Security Officers
manning the Entrances are
equipped to answer
questions visitors might have
with regard to the scanning
process;
Our partner, At the Gate,
have all the required
measures regarding
capturing and storing visitor
information in place as
prescribed by the POPIA.
WORKER REGISTRATION
I thank the Residents, their carers
and workers for their continued
support in making the
registration of workers a success.
The Oasis Resident Worker
Database will greatly aid in the
prevention of access of
authorised persons. This is yet
another example of how we can
contribute to making Oasis a
safer place to live together.
JUNE COVID-19 VACCINATIONS
I commend the Residents for
making the first round of
vaccinations at Oasis a success.
Please call on your concierge
should you need assistance
during the second round of
vaccinations this month.
As before, a concierge will be
ready to assist.
Take care and be Safe.

STAFFING AROUND

Staffing Around
BY ANDRE VAN WYK

ZITHULELE MBAWULI
CONCIERGE

"It is the kindness and humanity that
I feel here when I am at work.”
- Zithulele Mbawuli

Good day! I am Zithulele Mbawuli, and I hail from a small town called
Lady Frere in the Eastern Cape. I am married and a father of two kids,
a boy and a girl. I came to Cape Town in 1998 and lived in a location
called Samora Machel in Phillipi.
I relocated to Cape Town to find a job and open my own business
later. I did open a business in 2010, but as it happens, it was not meant
to be, and I had to close shop permanently. The struggles in running
one’s own business taught me valuable lessons, and although it was
unsuccessful, it made me wise to many other aspects. I viewed the
experience as a learning curve. There was no real-time wasted as I had
dreams that I wanted to realise and started job hunting again.
In 2019, I joined the friendly Oasis family, and I feel honoured to have
become part and parcel of this family. I guess it is the kindness and
humanity that I feel here when I am at work.
What I like most about my management team because their office is
always open to our problems even if we disagree, and they are also
down to earth. The concierges who I found already working here have
always been very helpful. When I started at Oasis, because of the
assistance from the older concierges, I did not have to run to
management for every little problem or query I had.
Many thanks, “Bafethu” (brothers),
Zithulele Mbawuli

LUCAS MBENGU
CONCIERGE / DRIVER
My name is Phiwe Lucas
Mbengu, born on 10 July 1971
in Transkei Mqamakwe.
In error, my birth year was registered by the state as 1972, and this was
because I was taken from my biological parents without my birth
certificate to live with a relative in a far-off location. Therefore, when I
applied for my passport, my relatives and I had to guess my birthday and
unfortunately, we guessed a year late. It was only when my mother and
sisters joined us later that we were made aware of our error. This is just
one of the many memories I have of my home.
I joined Oasis in 2010 as a Concierge and as the Oasis Shuttle Driver.
I joined a good team, both management and concierges alike, and the
Oasis Residents made working here a pleasant experience. However,
shortly after that, my driving duties took up most of my day at Oasis, and
I was asked by management to prioritise driving the Oasis Residents over
concierge duties.
Well, it is said that change is the one thing that is constant in life.
Therefore, I always welcome change as it challenges me to grow,
improve, mature, and it equips me to serve better, now and in the future.
The Dean of a certain University once said, “It is bad when all that can be
said about you is that you were born, you lived and died. You leave no legacy,
no one aspires to be like you, you have changed no one, and you have not
achieved anything in life.” This is a painful reality for some of us. And, with
that in mind, I have registered a Non-Profit Company called the Delft
Christian Centre Kingdom Family Life.

"I always welcome
change as it challenges
me to grow, improve,
mature, and it equips
me to serve better, now
and in the future.”
- Lucas Mbengu

RAINFALL CORNER

Oasis Rainfall Corner

READINGS KINDLY SUPPLIED BY TONY ROSS OF PALME D’OR 901

May’s rainfall was over
100 mm’s, and above the
average. According to
Dr P Johnston,
Climatologist at UCT, this
presages a wet winter with
above-average rainfall.
June has started very dry,
but good rainfall was
expected before and over
the month-end Oasis
received 59,7 mm’s rain in
just two days.
The total for the month
already exceeds the longterm average, and more
rain is likely before the
end of the month.
Looks like we're in for a
wet winter.

staffing around continued

Our Main Objectives are:
To preach the gospel of Christ;
To help families thrive; building a nation starts
by building families;
To build an Orphanage; building a home and future
for those young ones who, because of forces beyond
them, find themselves in desperate need of a place
to call home where they will experience love, care,
protection, provision, and can be shaped to be
future leaders.
I must admit there is still a long way to go to achieve
all of this.
Oasis Outings:
It is always my greatest pleasure to take our lovely
Residents to the various destinations of their choice.
Through them, I have come to learn of new places and
experience a little more of life. I can safely say that I am
always committed to their safety and comfort
throughout the journey. Thanks to the COVID-19 regulations, the
Oasis combi has been fitted with a Perspex screen dividing me from
the Residents. I think we must drill holes through it for better
communication. I am joking; of course, it has been difficult for me to
hear what the Residents sometimes say while driving! I am looking
forward to many more years of productivity and healthy relationships
between me and management, the staff and me, and the residents
that I serve. Lucas Mbengu

let's play
sudoku

Click to open
its online
version

It's easy to play Sudoku.
Simply fill every column, row and
3x3 box so they contain every
number between 1 and 9.

ENTERTAINMENT FOR ALL

Entertainment for All
BY ANNE VAN SITTERT, MARINA TROMP, ENA MORRIS,
SHIRLEY CASTELING AND MARCIA RAYMOND

Ever since Nexus was started, it
carried an article by Faye Salomon
reporting on the events and
happenings of the Entertainment
For All.

met and succumbed to husband
David’s offer of marriage. They
were a great couple sharing
many interests - especially
Bridge.

Sadly, this is not to be as she
passed away on Saturday
12 June. So, this article is written
as a tribute to her and in honour
of all that this wonderful person
has done for Oasis. The article is a
combined contribution from Anne
van Sittert, Marina Tromp, Ena
Morris, Shirley Casteling and
Marcia Raymond - all of whom
worked with her on the committee
and got to know her as the good
friend she was to all of us.

They spent many years together
in Bulawayo with their three
children but decided to move
down to Cape Town living in Sea
Point for some time and then
being one of the first to move
into the very newly built Palm
Springs. And, it was right from
the start that Faye and David
together made their mark on
Oasis. Miriam Biderman, one of
the original Residents, suggested
a newsletter, and
Faye quickly took up the idea.

Faye Salomon was born in
Bulawayo in 1927. As a schoolgirl,
she was already showing the
vitality and energy that we all saw
in her. (Except that, as she told
me, it wasn’t always well accepted
by her teachers.)
But this was someone who already
had many interests, and it was her
interest in architecture that
brought her to study at UCT.
She never qualified, though, as
halfway through the course, she

Faye had other ideas, too and
Anne van Sittert remembers
getting to know Faye and David
during a water aerobics class in
2010. Shortly afterwards, Faye
wanted to start an “Outings
Group”, getting Residents to
share cars and go see some of
our beautiful buildings and lunch
at wine farms. Thus, the
BELOW: At a December end
of year special morning tea

Entertainment for All team was
formed with Faye, David, Miriam
Foster, Marina, Patti and Anne.
As Marina Tromp has noted,
Faye was quick to check out
newcomers and ‘persuade’ them
to join the committee, which was
a great success. And, it applies
equally to me as it was also soon
after Sydney and I arrived that I
met Faye and was also convinced
to participate. I guess we all
enjoyed the camaraderie and
driving around to find new and
interesting venues. Sadly, by the
time I joined, in 2012, Patti was
no longer on the committee.
The task allocated to Marcia by
Faye was to invite speakers to
what became our monthly
Tuesday talks. It was Faye,
though, who contacted the wine
farms, made arrangements for
lunch and, where possible, a
short tour, giving us all detailed
directions on getting from A to B.
After Miriam Foster could no
longer participate, Faye was the
one who collected the money,
took phone calls from those
wanting to go on these outings,
and arranged who went on a
Tuesday and who on a Thursday.
As Oasis grew, so did the
number of newcomers wanting
to take advantage of the
friendship and be driven in
comfort to all that our

ENTERTAINMENT FOR ALL

For various reasons, numbers
dropped and even before
COVID-19, the bridge club closed.
Typical though of Faye, she
recently made what was not a
very successful attempt to get it
going again. Also, Faye and David
were regular Water aerobics
members, with Faye attending
her last session only a week or
two ago. But the classes were
not enough for this active lady.
She also started going on
Saturday mornings to do a
couple of lengths walking in the
pool.

Faye Salomon

surrounding country had to offer.
But as things go, after a while,
Anne and Marina dropped out,
and Oasis management decided
that we should no longer do the
driving. They gave us use of the
bus with Lucas as our regular
driver. Thus, we were able to
arrange not just one but two
outings per month. From the start,
we made sure that Lucas joined us
for lunch, to which we all
contributed. Everyone comments
on how safe they always feel with
Lucas driving (and sometimes
Shaheem). Shirley and Cecil
Casteling joined the committee for
a couple of years and then Ena
Morris for a short time. But
regardless, Faye kept things going,
and I enjoyed working with her.
But that was not all that this
exceptional woman did for Oasis.
One of her significant
contributions was the Duplicate
Bridge Club that she and David
organised. It took over the dining
room and was enjoyed as a
wonderful social club for which
Oasis provided tea and
sandwiches and was attended not
only by Residents but nonresidents too.

Faye was always up for doing
something different, jumping at
the opportunity to assist Bridget
Boyd to organise the Theatre
Club or going for a drive out into
the country at the drop of a hat.
It was another thing that made
her the exceptional vibrant
woman that we all knew.
Ena Morris recalls meeting
regularly for breakfast in the
clubhouse, and Faye,
disappointed in not finding her
favourite breakfast item
available, was able to persuade
the kitchen staff to put Jungle
Oats on the breakfast menu.
This was just another indication
of Faye's amazing person, with
her enormous energy and what

drove her to rush about from
early morning. She was tiny in
stature but a giant in other ways.
And, last but not least, finding
the social restrictions frustrating,
Faye latched onto the idea of
Lego and, with some assistance
from Shirley Casteling, had made
a number of fabulous large
different model motor cars, and I
know that her latest one is sitting
in her lounge waiting to be
finished. Despite the fact that I
was not a bridge player, was not
an artist, and definitely not keen
on making Lego, we shared and
enjoyed many things together. In
no time at all, Faye became a
really, very good friend to me.
However, I think I will leave the
last words about Faye to Shirley
Casteling:
“Faye was my dearest friend. She
helped me through very rough
times when I did not want to help
myself. She got me back onto the
entertainment committee, and that
was the best thing that happened
to me. Faye ended up in the same
ward as me, her bed next to mine,
and on her last afternoon when
she was taken to ICU, I was able to
tell her how much I loved her.”
All at Oasis who knew her, will
surely miss Faye.

BELOW: An early photo with her neighbour Mrs Peires on an
outing to the West Coast Park to see the spring flowers

NEWS FROM THE SALES OFFICE

News from the Sales Office

WITH REGARDS FROM LINDA BUTLER, LORENDA GERRYTS & CINDY SHEARD

We are pleased to report the sale
of an apartment in Palm Royale
that was concluded this month.
At the time of writing this article,
we are back to ‘manning’ our
office on a daily basis once again,
but we are doing this with very
strict COVID regulations in place.
Unfortunately, the 3rd wave of
COVID is likely to slow things
down somewhat, but we are
pushing on! We are working with
some very good prospects at the
moment and hope to close a few
more sales soon.
As you are all aware, our Oasis
Apartment Sales Team comprises
three agents, namely, Lorenda
Gerryts, Linda Butler and Cindy
Sheard. Collectively we have been
marketing and selling The Oasis
Retirement Resort for many
years. Cindy Sheard and Brenda
Preston, and Eddie Luck, the
original Oasis Sales and
Marketing team, started selling
and marketing The Oasis off-plan
from its inception in June 2004.
Lorenda, who has a long-standing
and very successful career with
Rabie Property Group, started
selling property at Oasis in 2012.
When Brenda Preston retired in
2009, Linda Butler was offered a
sales agent position and
successfully sold and rented
property at Oasis for the past 12
years. Cindy has clocked up 17
years at The Oasis.
While often working a 7-day week
when we are busy with buyers or
tenants, “sharing” the on-site
‘shifts’ between the three agents
works really well, allowing us time
to spend at home where we are
all set up with home offices.
However, it is not all work and no
play! We would like to use this

platform over the next few
months to allow you into our
‘other lives” to find out what we
get up to when we are not
working hard at selling our
beautiful resort.
This month we focus on Cindy
Sheard, wife to Martin Sheard, a
mother of three adult children,
Daniel 35, Nicholas 33, Sarah-Jane
30, and grandmother to a very
busy two-year-old grandson.
Cindy also finds time in her busy
week to give back to society by
teaching underprivileged children
every week.
During COVID, Cindy discovered
that the LEAP School in Langa had
created a programme to assist
primary school children with their
studies whilst they were not
attending school dailies. Most
school going children in the
township areas are to this day
only attending school every
second week or, in some cases,
every second day, causing
scholars to fall behind in Maths,
English and Afrikaans. This
programme invites children to
attend classes run by volunteer
tutors who assist them with
homework and oversee revision
and new worksheets. In some
cases, it is a matter of just getting
right back to basics as a number
of children battle with simple
arithmetic and reading. Most of
the pupils Cindy teaches are in
Grade 3 or Grade 4.
Feedback from the teachers of
these pupils is that the children
who have the opportunity to
attend these classes have shown
improvement in leaps and
bounds through the individual
tuition they receive. This does not
happen when they just attend
large classes at school.

“I find the hours spent assisting
these pupils so rewarding”, says
Cindy. “They are so keen to learn,
never miss a lesson, and in more
cases than one, I myself come away
learning from them. I am always in
awe of their positivity in adversity
and commitment to do better.
Their openness and honesty bring
so many smiles to my day. Their
dedication and hard work inspire
me greatly, pushing me to want to
give even more."
John Gilmour, the Executive
Director of LEAP, states,
“Social transformation starts
with personal transformation
one person at a time, one room
at a time, one school at a time
and one community at a time”.
If we can all remember this, our
country and its children will all
benefit.
We would like to give a big
welcome to:
Mr and Mrs Finberg, who are
the new owners of PR105,
and welcome back to Oasis
Mr and Mrs Maartens, who
have purchased 201PR.
We look forward to seeing you
around and about and wish you
many happy years at Oasis.
Wishing you all well during this
3rd Wave of COVID.
Keep safe, wear your masks
correctly and social distance.

CARE CENTRE AND PRIMARY HEALTH CARE CORNER

"Sometimes, it falls upon a generation to be great.
You can be that great generation.
Let your greatness blossom."

JULY

18

Nelson Mandela
International Day

Nelson Mandela International Day
celebrates the idea that each individual
has the power to transform the world
and the ability to make an impact. In
honour of his 67 years of public service,
the Nelson Mandela Foundation and the
UN ask that you spend 67 minutes of your
time helping others.

JULY

28

Amid the COVID-19 Pandemic third wave reaching
a peak when writing this article, our focus this
month is on the liver.
The liver is a large organ situated on the right side
of the abdomen. You usually cannot feel the liver
because the rib cage protects it.
The liver’s primary function is to filter the blood
from the digestive tract before passing it to the
rest of the body. The liver secretes bile that ends
up back in the intestines.
The liver makes proteins that are important for
blood clotting and other functions. The liver also
detoxifies chemicals and metabolizes drugs,
digests food and stores energy.
Hepatitis, a disease that causes liver inflammation,
is usually caused by viruses such as Hepatitis A, B
and C. Hepatitis can be brought on by noninfectious causes, including heavy drinking, allergic
reactions, or obesity.
The Vaccine Rollout at Oasis is dealt with indepth elsewhere in this edition of Nexus.
The Primary Health Care team wishes to
express its gratitude to all those who worked so hard
to make this possible. We are proud to be part of this
team and look forward to a successful rollout of the
second dose. Meanwhile, please all be as careful as
you can. We all look forward to more of the freedom
we used to enjoy but we need to remain patient.

What can we do to be the change:
Make a new friend
Share a novel at the book club or
Oasis library
Help someone find employment
Offer to tutor someone
Find out what matters in your
retirement community and help
make it happen
Support a charity

World
Hepatitis
Day

Liver disease doesn’t always cause noticeable
signs and symptoms. If signs do occur, these
may include:
Skin and eyes appear yellowish (jaundiced)
Abdominal pain and swelling
Swelling of legs and ankles
Itchy skin
Dark urine colour
Pale stool
Chronic fatigue
Nausea and vomiting
Loss of appetite
Tendency to bruise easily
Factors that might increase your risk of liver
disease include:
Heavy alcohol use
Obesity
Type 2 Diabetes
Exposure to other people’s blood or body fluids
Exposure to certain chemicals or toxins
Family history of liver disease
How can we prevent liver disease?
Maintain hand hygiene and a clean environment
at all times
Maintain a healthy lifestyle
Speak to your doctor if you experience any of the
symptoms mentioned above.

A PINCH OF SALT

Greetings, Goodly People!
Being in a Circuit Breaker this
week made me think of how
COVID has influenced our lives
since March 2020. It has put so
many jobs, interests, and hobbies
on pause. While there have been
many hardships, one positive to
come from this experience is that
many people have rediscovered
the joy of cooking in this time. We
literally started playing with our
food in 2020, and I think people
who were cooking for one became
fast friends with their freezers.
In the past year… (has it really only
been just over a year?? And, in
some ways, this past year has felt
like 100 years and also two days
all in one!) … many people under
lockdown have become COVID
bakers or #quarantinecooks.
Food shopping restrictions and
food shortage fears have
contributed to bursts of pantry
cooking recipes that require
minimal ingredients. We have had
to channel our inner culinary
ninjas. Not only food-wise but
drinks as well … did we not up our
consumption of pineapples last
year? And, that was not because
us South Africans had a hankering
for Hawaiian pizzas or Asian food no, no, it was because we
rediscovered how to make
alcoholic brews with a kick! And,
you just have to giggle at our dark
sense of humour when there is a
crisis – we come up with drinks
called Coronarita, Quarantine,
Covid Cocktail and even Creamy
Raspberry Sherbet Pandemic
Punch!!
Because of the social distancing
and stay-at-home measures that
come with the COVID pandemic,
many restaurants, eateries, etc.,
have had to come up with creative
ways to stay afloat. I know that in
the States, restaurants were
serving Coronavirus-themed food.

a pinch of salt .
Yup! One bakery had to limit how
many customers could order this
specific item – Covid-sprinkled
donuts. Peaks of white icing and
red sprinkles cover these treats,
meant to make you smile in
uncertain times.
It made me wonder how we
fared through other pandemics
and disasters. When you read
through old recipes, you can get
a glimpse of conditions during
those times. So I went online and
looked at the 16th and 17th
Century and found a publication
by a London inventor, Hugh Plat.
He wrote Sundry new and
Artificial remedies against Famine
during a four-year crop failure in
the 1590s. The recipes were
experiments at improving the
quality of food during famine.
“Sweet or delicate cakes made
without spice or sugar.” Or in a
life with little flour, cutting it with
parsnip beaten ‘into a powder.”
These ‘taste very daintily,” he said
and added that “carrots, turnips,
and such like roots” are other
handy substitutes.
It made me realise that our
reaction to COVID is still in the
process of being written down.
However, online food bloggers
and online communities have
just expanded. We share recipes
and, in doing so, feel that we are
together instead of isolated.
People who would ordinarily not
talk to each other are now
communicating. I read last year
that Amazon’s list of best sellers
had titles in 3rd place like ‘Bread
Baking for Beginners’ closely
followed by ‘Instant Pot

BY LYNN MACDONALD

Cookbook’ and ‘Nothing Fancy’.
These books do not hail from the
hallowed halls of celebrity chefs
like Ottolenghi, Jamie or Nigella.
Instead, they come from the
comfy kitchens of home cooks.
We seem to take to the kitchen in
uncertain times. Now, we create
what a short while ago we would
have bought at Woolies or
supped on at our favourite
restaurant. For me, even though I
feel so out of control and very
anxious about what is happening
“out there”, knowing that I can
walk into my kitchen and in 30
minutes create wonderfully
satisfying food - well, that is huge!
I lay into my bread dough, and it
calms me down. It forces me to
focus on this one thing – no time
for the news or social media
updates – only the task at hand
demanding my full attention so
that I get it right. And somehow,
judging from the massively
increased interest in food online,
I suspect that I am not alone.
Who knows if things will ever go
back to what they were - but for
now, one thing is sure; this is a
time to reflect, to write, to reach
out to an old friend, to wash your
hands, to haul out ye olde baking
tin and take a leap back to 1747!
And then it’s time not just to have
your cake, but eat it too! So,
make a cup of coffee and for
goodness sake, just stay inside
already! 😊
Blue Skies,
Lynn

A PINCH OF SALT

This was the recipe for a pound cake:

pound cake recipe
“Take a Pound of Butter, beat it in an earthen Pan, with
your Hand one Way, till it is like a fine thick Cream; then
have ready twelve Eggs, but half the Whites, beat them well
and beat them up with the Butter, a Pound of Flour beat in
it, and a Pound of Sugar, and a few Carraways; beat it all
well together for an Hour with your Hand, or a great
wooden spoon. Butter a Pan and put it in, and bake it for
an hour in a quick Oven. For Change, you may put in a
Pound of Currants cleaned wash’d and pick’d.”

Hello Lynn, Good and bad news...
Good news: thank you for a most
wonderful Sunday lunch.
Everything was perfect- GREAT MEAL,
beautiful setting, great service from the
two people serving us.
Bad news: we couldn’t get rid of our
guests, and can they please come again
next Sunday!!! Thank you again, Lynn.
So wonderful to have you here! Also
please thank Nobuntu and Mike from
all of us. (I did give them a cash
gratuity) - Dr. CP van der Merwe,
1103 Palme d'Or
Good day Sharon, I trust you are well
and had a good weekend. I would like
to compliment Lyn and her staff on the
fabulous ‘lamb shank lunch’ she put on
yesterday - it was very good indeed. The
meat fell off the bone, the gravy was
lovely as were the veggies and
presented very nicely in the take-away
container. I was going to join Mr and
Mrs Wilson (PB401) for lunch in the
restaurant but due to the third wave,
the mask-less wonders at Oasis and
social distancing, we decided to have
our meal delivered to their apartment.
As you know, my son was in ICU for
eight days and so I am very cautious.
Thank you and regards,
Christine Newton

THE BENEFITS OF AQUA AEROBICS

The benefits of aqua aerobics
BY GRANT DE WET

Aqua aerobics classes simply
involve performing aerobic
activity in water. This form of
exercise is usually done in a
shallow pool but can also be
done in water up to your chest.
Exercising in water has many
benefits and adds a different
dynamic to your exercise routine.
Unlike land-based training, water
provides a supportive
environment for the body, and
buoyancy reduces your body
weight, so less stress is placed on
your joints while exercising. For
this reason, if you struggle with
balance or limited range of joint
motion or strength, water
aerobics is a good way to start!
ADDITIONAL BENEFITS INCLUDE
Reduced blood pressure The American College of
Sports Medicine Guidelines
has suggested that regular
aerobic exercise reduces
resting blood pressure over
time.
Burns calories In comparison to other landbased training methods such
as running, cycling or weight
training, water aerobics burns
fewer calories. However,
burning calories regularly

along with a healthy diet
could help reduce excess
body weight.
Everyone can do it Generally more popular
among the elderly; aqua
aerobics is really for
everyone. With minor
adjustments to the exercises,
even experienced athletes
can be challenged and enjoy
a great workout in the pool.
Fall prevention –
Falls can regularly occur as
individuals get older. To
prevent falls, it is important
to do regular balancing
exercises, such as balancing.
on one leg and moving your
limbs, such as your arms or
legs.
WHAT DOES A TYPICAL AQUA
AEROBICS CLASS CONSIST OF?
Warm-up:
The idea behind the warm-up is
to perform exercises that allow
the individual to increase their
heart rate, improve their
breathing rate and warm up
their muscles. This is very
important to ensure that the
individual’s body is well
prepared for the upcoming
movements and minimises the
risk of injury.
Conditioning:
Now the workout begins. The
great thing about water training
is that you don’t necessarily

need any equipment. The water
provides a great resistance
component for various exercises,
and the intensity of each
movement can be individually
adapted, depending on the
person’s level of fitness.
Cool down and stretch:
The purpose of the cooldown is to
slowly reduce the heart rate and
breathing rate through slow,
rhythmic movements. Stretching
is also done to reduce stiffness
and, together with the cool down,
return the body to its pre-exercise
state.
Come and enjoy:
Classes are provided by
Biokineticist Grant De Wet on a
Tuesday and Thursday at 7 am
and 8 am.
Classes are 45 minutes long,
with 15 minutes between the
first and second classes to
allow a smooth transition.
Individuals are always advised
to please bring along a face
mask to be worn in the pool
area.
Once inside the pool, masks
may be removed; however,
1.5 meters of social distancing
must always be maintained.
I hope to see a few new faces join
in on the fun fitness classes. See
you there!

CENTURY CITY

Century
City
News
ADJUSTED ALERT LEVEL 4

Following the President’s
address and the move to
Alert Level 4, we would
like to remind you that
all Alert Level 4 regulations are fully applicable
and enforced throughout
the Century City precinct.
The Century City Property Owners’
services will continue as normal
during this period and parks,
common areas, running routes and
walkways remain open.
Intaka Island remains open to day
visitors, but we regret no private or
corporate functions including boat
trips will be able to take place during
this time. Bookings for events,
conferencing, training, etc. can still
be made for later dates.
Restaurants
remain
open
for
takeaways and deliveries only and
we please encourage you to support
them during this time. For more
information regarding this please
read here.
While we understand many of you
have
become
tired
of
the
restrictions, we urge you to consider
your health and the health of others
by adhering to physical distancing
and increasing hygiene measures as
well as mask-wearing when outside
your home.

"SHOOT-OUT" ON CENTURY CITY SQUARE

Marinus Boshoff, Safety & Security Manager at Century City Property
Owners' Association reports that Craig Brucen, infamous underworld
hoodlum and his security detail were having coffee on the terrace of a
local coffee shop in the area. “A masked gunman was seen running from
the square and jumped into an unmarked vehicle after wounding Mr
Brucen and his security guard. The vehicle then sped away towards Sable
Road.”
One can argue whether fate played some cards when the speeding
vehicle collided with an oncoming utility truck on Sable Road. Both
vehicles were rendered immobile, and drivers and passengers were
injured, foiling the planned escape of the shooter and his driver. Not
being able to make a getaway, the shooter and his accomplice received
medical attention and was arrested on the spot.
“I was getting my usual morning coffee at Seattle when I heard a few loud
bangs and saw a masked man running and jumping into a black Range
Rover and speed away.” reports Thandeka Sithole, an attorney who
works at one of the local businesses in the area. “With the vehicle gone, I
could see two men lying down in the square and within seconds, security
was with the two men. The scene was secured and soon emergency
personnel, Century City security teams and the SAPS arrived. I was
incredibly impressed at the speed of how the various teams attended to
what I could only assume was a crime scene, as the bangs turned out to be
gunshots. Quite a different start to my morning, that’s for sure!”
Fortunately, the entire shooting and vehicle accident was a simulation,
and no real injuries occurred. It was all part of an annual joint training
exercise by Century City Safety and Security and the various emergency
response teams to test and evaluate the operational readiness of
security and emergency response personnel.
“We have to be ready for every eventuality”, says Boshoff. “Whether it is a
water-based incident, fire, vehicular accident and even a shooting. To test
the different scenarios gives our teams the necessary experience should we
ever be faced with a crime scene such as the one in this exercise.”
In case of an emergency, please contact our Security Operations
Centre (SOC) on 021 202 1000.

REMEMBERING CLINT WILLIAMS

It is with great sadness that we share the news of the passing of Clint Williams,
who was tragically involved in a car accident on Wednesday 16 June 2021 evening.
Clint was employed as the Intaka Island Conservation Officer by the Century City
Property Owners’ Association. During his time at Intaka, Clint was involved in
various conservation projects and was very passionate about fire management,
guiding groups of visitors for Full Moon Hikes and managing the Intaka
indigenous nursery. He was always eager to lend a helping hand, volunteer his
time and had a huge heart for his fellow colleagues. We extend our deepest
sympathy and condolences to Clint’s family and friends. We will miss you, big guy!
For Century City info phone 021 552 6889 or go to www.centurycity.co.za
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BACK TO SCHOOL IS COOL:
On this particular day, a
colouring activity and free
apples that Residents could
take with them were made
part of the décor.

ABOVE: The photo looks very nice and we had a
happy morning. I used to run the charity knitting
group before lockdown but I handed it over jointly to
Joy Scheepers and Marion Smit. Joy wanted to have a
tea party to thank those who had continued knitting
for charity during the lockdown. We knit for the
Ysterplaat Primary School in the Koeberg Road. It has
children of all races and has excellent caring staff. In
the foyer of the school there is a mural done by the
teachers of Dr Seuss’ famous Cat in the Hat saying
“You have brains in your head and feet in your
shoes. You can do anything that you choose.”
There are a lot of immigrant children from poor
homes but the teachers say they work really hard.
We deal with the school secretary, Margie Wiid, who
knows the circumstances of each child and hands out
warm clothes as needed. We have really only knitted
beanies and school scarves. I knitted one jersey and
have just bought wool as I intend to knit more and I
bought two pairs of long grey trousers that both girls
and boys wear. We also used to knit in dark green for
Avondale Primary in Atlantis but unfortunately could
not deliver the huge amount of knitting there under
lockdown. Instead, it went to the Joe Slovo Informal
settlement. The five of us who knit in Palm Springs
are going to meet in our lounge downstairs now on
Friday. We don’t want to make the group bigger as we
social distance and wear our masks. We have all
become good friends over our knitting with a
purpose. The people in the group are Joy Scheepers,
Marion Smit. Norma Hutchinson. Muriel Clay, myself
and Connie des Fountain from D’Or who knits baby
beanies for the Mowbray Maternity Home.
Kind Regards, Liz Porter

OASIS PHOTO
CORNER
BELOW: The Function Room was a hive of activity as it
became the hub for the first round of Covid-vaccinations at
the Oasis Retirement Resort.
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THIS PAGE & BACK PAGE:
The Shebeen Evening was
a mix of colourful dishes to
compliment the fabulous
decor. Everyone had so
much fun! Hopefully, soon
we'll be able to host
another themed event.
Photos taken by
Resident Photographer Dee Gregory

Hi Sharon and Lynn
We decided to create a “Shebeen Competition” and
unanimously, all 75 “Oasis shebeen patrons” voted the
entry of “Oasis Shebeen” as the winner! No bias what so
ever and the reasons for that are numerous.
The decor impact on entering the restaurant was one of
amazement - how was it possible to recreate this space
from the normal lunchtime setting to a joyous shebeen
atmosphere in less than three hours? The attention to
detail allowed for childhood memories to come back remembering how many Wilson toffees the 5 cents
pocket money could buy, the “Did you know” questions in
the Chappies wrappings, the “reuse of tin containers" for
butter dishes or vases, and the Lion matchbox as
serviette holders.
Lynn, you and your team not only excelled in the decor,
as patrons at our table (and we are sure this is true at
other tables) could not stop complimenting the food and
then of course the restaurant staff who added to the
evening’s atmosphere, not only with their engaging
manner when serving the shebeen patrons, but being the
dance “encouragers and instructors" as well.
Sharon, you have a great team supporting you. We enjoy
the brilliant ideas you come up with and then allow the
team to let their creative talent do the rest.
The music allowed for both - having fun on the dance
floor, as well as continuing the conversations at the
table. Thank you for the excellent “band” choice.
We enjoyed meeting both your partners, Sharon and
Lynn. For us this was a special touch, as they are
important parts of who you are and for them to be able
to participate in their own ways and then see how much
residents (we mean shebeen patrons) appreciate what
you two are doing, allowed your partners to not only
have a feeling of inclusion, but they could experience
and hear the appreciation from the
residents.
Thank you for a most enjoyable
evening. Kind regards,
Hans and Sanne Hitzeroth,
Karin and Walter Berndörfler
Nan and Carel van der Merwe
Siegi and Irene
(PS - Tom, as Chair of ORPOA, we
feel it relevant for you to be included
in the feedback)
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